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Abstract

We show that certain pivotal cubics can be isogonal pivotal cubics in several tri-
angles and that there are at most three such triangles.

1 Introduction

We consider a pivotal cubic (K) = pK(Ω, P ) with pole Ω = p : q : r and pivot
P = u : v : w not lying on a sideline of the reference triangle ABC. We also assume that
Ω 6= P 2 (barycentric square) to eliminate the cubic that is the union of the cevian lines of
P .

Recall that (K) is the locus of point M such that P , M and its Ω−isoconjugate M∗

are collinear. Its equation is

ux (ry2 − qz2) + vy (pz2 − rx2) + wz (qx2 − py2) = 0.

We shall call “isopivot” the point P ∗ which is the Ω−isoconjugate of P and the tan-
gential of P in (K).

When Ω is the Lemoine point K = X6, (K) is an isogonal pK with respect to the
reference triangle ABC and when P is the orthocenter H = X4, (K) is an isogonal pK
with respect to the orthic triangle HaHbHc, its pivot being H∗.

It follows that the Orthocubic K006= pK(X6, X4) is an isogonal pK in two triangles
and it will said to be a bi-isogonal pivotal cubic.

In this paper, we intend to characterize pivotal cubics (K) = pK(Ω, P ) that are
isogonal, bi-isogonal or tri-isogonal pivotal cubics with respect to one, two or three
triangles of the plane. This answers a problem raised by R. Deaux in [1].

We begin to recall several known results that can be found with more details in
[2], [4], [7]. Most of them are not specific to pivotal cubics but we must keep in
mind that a pivotal cubic is always elliptic (non unicursal) unless it decomposes.

We shall denote by L(M, (K)), C(M, (K))) the polar line, the polar conic of M
in (K) respectively.

• The hessian (H) of (K) is the cubic which is the locus of M such that the polar
conic ofM in (K) is degenerate. (K) and (H) meet at their nine common flexes
(inflexion points) and three only F1, F2, F3 are real (and collinear).

• For any point M on (K), the intersection of the polar lines of M in (K) and
(H) meet at the tangential N of M . Naturally, these points M , N coincide
when M is a flex.

• A cubic has three prehessians (H1), (H2), (H3) i.e. the hessians of (H1), (H2),
(H3) are the cubic itself. When the cubic is a pivotal cubic (K), these three
prehessians (H1), (H2), (H3) are always real. Obviously, these prehessians
contain the nine flexes. See figure 1.
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Figure 1: (K), hessian (H) and prehessians (H1), (H2), (H3)

• The three cubics (H1), (H2), (H3) are associated with three involutions Φ1,
Φ2, Φ3 mapping any point M to the center of the polar conic of M in the cor-
responding cubic. When M lies on (K), the points Mi = Φi(M), i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
also lie on (K).

• The polar lines of M in the cubics (Hi) are the lines NMi. See figure 2.

• The polar conics of N in (K) and (H) meet at M and at the three points
Mi. Note that C(N, (K)) also contains N (counted twice) and that C(N, (H))
intersects (K) at two other points lying on L(N, (H)). This latter line therefore
contains the tangential of N in (K). See figure 3.

• The polar conics of M in (K) and (H) meet at four points I0, I1, I2, I3 and
the diagonal triangle TM of the corresponding quadrilateral has vertices M1,
M2, M3. We denote I0 the point inside TM and Ii the point on the line I0Mi.
See figure 4.

• It follows that, for any point M on (K) which is not a flex, the cubic (K) is
the pivotal cubic in TM with pivot M , isopivot N which is invariant in the
isoconjugation (with respect to TM) whose fixed points are I0, I1, I2, I3.

In other words, (K) is the locus of contacts of tangents drawn through M to
the conics passing through I0, I1, I2, I3 i.e. to the conics of the pencil generated
by the polar conics of M in (K) and (H).

In conclusion, we see that any pivotal cubic with respect to the reference triangle
ABC can also be seen as a pivotal cubic with respect to infinitely many triangles
TM as far as M is not a flex on the curve.

All this can be applied to other types of cubics (i.e. cubics which are not already
pivotal cubics in ABC) but the prehessians are not necessarily all real and this
would lead to consider unsatisfactory non real triangles TM , that is triangles with
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Figure 2: (K) and the points M1, M2, M3
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Figure 3: (K) with C(N, (K)) and C(N, (H))

one real vertex and two other imaginary conjugate vertices lying on a real line. It
would be also possible to obtain triangles with two vertices (real or not) on the line
at infinity.
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Figure 4: (K) and the points I0, I1, I2, I3

2 Orthic lines

2.1 Definition

Coming back to pivotal cubics, we shall now examine whether one can find points
M and related triangles TM such that the cubic (K) is an isogonal pivotal cubic for
TM . To obtain such points M , it is necessary and sufficient that the points I0, I1,
I2, I3 be the in/excenters of TM hence that the polar conics of M in (K) and (H)
be both rectangular hyperbolas.

The locus of M whose polar conic (with respect to a given cubic) is a rectangular
hyperbola is generally a line we call the orthic line of the cubic. Indeed, when the
cubic is the union of the sidelines of the reference triangle ABC, this locus is the
orthic axis of ABC i.e. the trilinear polar of the orthocenter X4.

This line is undetermined when the cubic is a stelloid i.e. a cubic with three
concurring asymptotes making 60◦ angles with one another in which case the polar
conics of all the points of the plane are rectangular hyperbolas. The hessian of a
stelloid is a focal cubic whose singular focus is the radial center of the stelloid (the
intersection of the three asymptotes). This special case will be examined later in
§3.3. For further informations about stelloids, see for instance [4], chapter 5.

2.2 Cubics (K) and (H) with distinct orthic lines

Let us then denote by (L) and (L′) the orthic lines of (K) and (H) assuming
they are defined that is when none of the cubics (K) and (H) is a stelloid. These
orthic lines are generally distinct and intersect at one and only one point S whose
polar conics in (K) and (H) are therefore rectangular hyperbolas. This leads to

Theorem 1 When the orthic lines (L) and (L′) of (K) and (H) are distinct and
meet at one point S then
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• either (K) is a pivotal isogonal cubic in one (and only one) triangle if and only
if S lies on (K) in which case S must be its pivot,

• or (K) cannot be a pivotal isogonal cubic when S does not lie on (K).

When we express that S lies on (K), we obtain a complicated condition of de-
gree 7 with respect to the coordinates of the pole Ω and also with respect to the
coordinates of the pivot P . In other words, (K) = pK(Ω, P ) is an isogonal pivotal
cubic for at least one triangle if and only if its pivot (resp. its pole) lies on a certain
septic that contains X4, the square roots of Ω (resp. X6, the barycentric square of
P ). See [4], §1.2.2 for further informations concerning square roots and barycentric
square, §3.2, §3.1 for the special cases P = X4, Ω = X6.

For instance,
– if Ω = X2, the pivot P lies on a septic passing through X2, X4, X69, X316,

X1370 giving the cubics pK(X2, X4) = K170, pK(X2, X69) = K007, pK(X2, X316) =
K008 (when P = X2 the cubic is degenerate and when P = X1370 the orthic lines
coincide),

– if P = X2, the pole Ω lies on a septic passing through X2, X3, X6, X25, X187

giving the cubics pK(X3, X2) = K168, pK(X6, X2) = K002, pK(X187, X2) = K043
(when Ω = X2 the cubic is degenerate and when Ω = X25 the orthic lines coincide).

Example 1 : The Lucas cubic K007 = pK(X2, X69) is an isotomic pivotal cubic
for which the orthic lines (L), (L′) meet at X2 on the cubic. Hence, K007 is an
isogonal pivotal cubic with pivot S = X2 and isopivot N = X69 with respect to the
antimedial triangle GaGbGc. This is actually not a big surprise since K007 is the
anticomplement of the Thomson cubic K002. See figure 5.
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Figure 5: The Lucas cubic K007

Example 2 : The cubic K146 = pK(X2, X3) is also an isotomic pivotal cubic for
which the orthic lines (L), (L′) also meet at X2 but this point does not lie on the
cubic. Hence one cannot find a triangle for which K146 is an isogonal pivotal cubic.
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Example 3 : It can occur that (L) and (L′) are (strictly) parallel in which case
S lies on the line at infinity. For example, the Droussent cubic K008 = pK(X2, X316)
is an isotomic pivotal cubic such that the parallel orthic lines (L), (L′) pass through
X524 which is on the cubic. Hence K008 is an isogonal pivotal cubic with pivot
S = X524, the point at infinity of the line through the centroid X2 and the Lemoine
point X6 of ABC. K008 is a circular isogonal pivotal cubic in TS whose vertices are
M1 = AX671 ∩GaX69, M2 and M3 likewise. See figure 6.
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Figure 6: The Droussent cubic K008

More generally, when we express that S lies on the line at infinity, we obtain a
condition of degree 4 with respect to the coordinates of the pole Ω and also with
respect to the coordinates of the pivot P . In other words, (K) = pK(Ω, P ) is an
isogonal pivotal cubic with pivot on the line at infinity for at least one triangle if
and only if its pivot (or its pole) is common to a septic and a quartic which is in
general very difficult to solve.

2.3 Cubics (K) and (H) having the same orthic line

Let us now consider the configuration obtained when the orthic lines (L) and
(L′) of (K) and (H) coincide. In such case, these lines meet the cubic (K) at three
points and one of them, say S, is always real. The two other points S ′, S ′′ can
be real (distinct or not) or imaginary conjugates. This shows that (K) can be an
isogonal pivotal cubic in one, two or three different triangles and it will be said to
be isogonal, bi-isogonal or tri-isogonal.

When we express that the lines (L) and (L′) coincide, we obtain three conditions
of degree 3 with respect to the coordinates of Ω and three conditions of degree 4 with
respect to the coordinates of P . Hence, for a given pivot P , (L) = (L′) if and only
if Ω is one of the common points of three circum-cubics (KA), (KB), (KC) passing
through the barycentric square P 2 of P which is counted twice since the tangents at
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P (when they are defined, otherwise see §3.3) to the three cubics coincide. Moreover,
(KB) and (KC) both contain the vertex on BC of the cevian triangle of P 2 and the
point A1 = −a2u : b2u+ 2SCv : c2u+ 2SBw.

In general, these three cubics are distinct unless P = X4 in which case they
coincide in the cubic K627 = pK(X3199, X393). See §3.2 below.

Now, when P 6= X4, (KA), (KB), (KC) generate a net of circum-cubics passing
through P 2 and containing three decomposed cubics into one sideline of ABC and
one conic passing through P 2 and the opposite vertex of ABC. We denote them
by (CA), (CB), (CC) and we observe they belong to a same pencil of conics passing
through P 2 with the same tangent.

It follows that these three conics have generally four common points : P 2

(counted twice, corresponding to the cubic that decomposes into the cevian lines
of P ) and two other points Ω1, Ω2. When P lies on the Neuberg cubic K001, each
conic decomposes into a pair of lines and one of the lines is common to the three
decomposed conics. This will be examined in §3.3. We summarize this situation
with

Theorem 2 For any given pivot P not lying on the Neuberg cubic, there are gener-
ally two poles Ω1, Ω2 such that each cubic pK(Ωi, P ) and its hessian have the same
orthic line.

Before we continue our study, we mention several special other cases we shall
examine in detail below. Indeed, these points P 2, Ω1, Ω2 are not necessarily all
distinct. We can have Ω1 = Ω2 when the pencil is formed by bitangent conics (see
§3.4) or Ω1 = P 2 when the pencil is formed by conics having a triple contact at P 2

(see §3.5). At last, it is possible that P 2 = Ω1 = Ω2 corresponding to a pencil of
hyperosculating conics but this would give uninteresting degenerate cubics.

2.4 The general case

In this section, we assume that the three points P 2, Ω1, Ω2 are all distinct and
not collinear. The pencil of conics generated by (CA), (CB), (CC) contains two
decomposed conics namely

• the common tangent at P 2 and another line ∆0,

• the union of two secant lines ∆1, ∆2 at P 2.

Let Ω1 = ∆0 ∩ ∆1 and Ω2 = ∆0 ∩ ∆2. Each of the two pivotal cubics (Ki) =
pK(Ωi, P ), i ∈ {1, 2}, and its hessian (Hi) have the same orthic line (Li).

Hence, (Li) meets (Ki) at three points Pj, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and one at least is real.
Let Qj be the tangential of Pj in (Ki). The polar conics of Qj in (Ki) and (Hi)
meet at Pj and three other points, the vertices of a triangle Tj . The polar conics
of Pj in (Ki) and (Hi) are rectangular hyperbolas meeting at four points which are
the fixed points of the isoconjugation i.e. the in/excenters of Tj . Thus, (Ki) is an
isogonal pivotal cubic with respect to Tj with pivot Pj and isopivot Qj .

From this, we see that certain pivotal cubics with respect to ABC can be seen
as isogonal pivotal cubics with respect to one, two or three different triangles. Nat-
urally, one of them is always real and it can be ABC itself (see §3.1) or the orthic
triangle (see §3.2), but we shall see that, in both cases, it is possible to find other
triangles.

Furthermore, for some well chosen point P and reference triangle ABC, it is
possible to find up to six pivotal cubics with pivot P , each being an isogonal cubic
with respect to three different triangles. These six triangles can be all real.
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2.5 Cubics with pivot on the Euler line

We take P 6= X4 on the Euler line since it is possible to explicit and easily
construct the two points Ω1, Ω2 which are always real. See §3.2 when P = X4.

A fairly easy computation shows that :

• Ω1 is the isotomic conjugate of the intersection of the lines X2X76 and X99 P ,

• Ω2 is the X25−isoconjugate of the complement of P ,

• Ω1, Ω2 both lie on the circum-conic through X2 and X6,

• Ω2 lies on the line X2 P
2 (if P = X2 then Ω2 = X25).

In this case, the common orthic line of pK(Ω1, P ) and its hessian contains X6.

For example, with P = X5, we obtain Ω1 = X2963 and Ω2 = X4×X1173 (barycen-
tric product, see [4], §1.2.2 for definition and construction) giving two cubics which
can be isogonal pivotal cubics each in three different triangles. When ABC is the
triangle 18− 19− 26, the six triangles are real.

Figure 7 shows the lines ∆0, ∆1, ∆2 and the two points Ω1, Ω2. The line ∆0

passes through X53 and X1487. The lines ∆1, ∆2 are X2

5
X2963, X

2

5
X2 respectively.

The circum-conic through X2 and X6 is also represented.
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X2Ω1

X6

P 2

Ω2

∆0
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∆2

Figure 7: Cubics with pivot X5 : points Ω1, Ω2

Figures 8 and 9 show two of the triangles corresponding to the pole Ω1 = X2963

and the cubic K719 = pK(X2963, X5), each with the associated pivot Pj, isopivot Qj

and the in/excenters (green points). The four conics are the polar conics of Pj, Qj in
the cubic itself and its hessian. Recall that the tangents at these in/excenters pass
through Pj and that the tangents at the vertices of the triangle and at the point Pj
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Figure 8: K719 = pK(X2963, X5), first triangle
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Figure 9: K719 = pK(X2963, X5), second triangle

pass through Qj which is the tangential of Pj. There are four other triangles not
represented here.

K701 = pK(X25, X22) is another example of tri-isogonal cubic with pivot on the
Euler line.
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3 Special cases

3.1 Isogonal pivotal cubics

An isogonal pivotal cubic (K) = pK(X6, P ) is a cubic with pole the Lemoine
point X6. We intend to see whether there are other triangles than ABC for which
it remains an isogonal pivotal cubic.

The orthic line (L) of (K) always contains P and the circumcenter X3. When
P = X3, the cubic is a stelloid, namely the McCay cubic K003. See 3.3 below.

The orthic line (L′) of the hessian (H) also contains P hence (L) and (L′) coincide
if and only if X3 lies on (L′). This can only occur when P lies on the Darboux cubic
K004.

It follows that, for any point P on K004, one can find two other points P1, P2

collinear with X3 whose polar conics in (K) and (H) are rectangular hyperbolas.
An easy verification shows that these two points must be isogonal conjugates hence
that they must lie on the McCay cubic K003. Thus, for any point P on K004,
the line P X3 meets the rectangular circum-hyperbola passing through the isogonal
conjugate of P at two points P1, P2 on the McCay cubic and, then, (K) is an isogonal
pivotal cubic with pivot P1, P2 in two other triangles. Nevertheless, these points are
not always real neither distinct of P .

In conclusion, an isogonal pivotal cubic (K) = pK(X6, P ) can also be an isogonal
pivotal cubic in at most two other triangles.

In figure 10, we take P = X1498, a point on the Darboux cubic, the X20−Ceva
conjugate of X3. The line P X3 meets the McCay cubic again at two real (at least in
this triangle ABC) points P1, P2 hence the cubic pK(X6, X1498) is also an isogonal
pivotal cubic in two other triangles, the pivots being P1, P2. In figure 11, we represent
one of these triangles together with the corresponding in/excenters (green points).
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X3

P2

P1

K003

K004

Figure 10: pK(X6, P ) with two other pivots P1, P2
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Figure 11: pK(X6,X1498), one of the two triangles

Now, if we choose P = X4 or P = X20 on K004, the line P X3 (which is the
Euler line) meets the McCay cubic at only one other point namely X3 (again) and
X4 respectively. It follows that the Orthocubic K006 and the Darboux cubic K004
are each isogonal pivotal cubics in only one other triangle, namely the orthic triangle
and the reflection triangle of ABC in X3 respectively. In other words, K004 and
K006 are the only bi-isogonal pivotal cubics of this type.

3.2 Pivotal cubics with pivot X4

We first recall that a pivotal cubic (K) = pK(Ω, X4) is already an isogonal
pivotal cubic with respect to the orthic triangle, the in/excenters being A, B, C
and X4. Note that the orthic line (L) of (K) contains X5 (the circumcenter of the
orthic triangle). Moreover, both orthic lines (L), (L′) pass through X∗

4
= Q, the

Ω−isoconjugate of X4 and, at the same time, the tangential of X4 in (K). The line
(L) is undefined when Ω = X53 since pK(X53, X4) = K049 is a stelloid, namely the
McCay cubic of the orthic triangle.

After a quick computation, we find that (L) and (L′) coincide when Ω lies on
K627 = pK(X3199, X393), a cubic passing through X6, X53, X216, X393, X1609, X2165,
X4×X52. In this case, the three cubics (KA), (KB), (KC) are the same cubic namely
K627.

With Ω = X6, X53, X393 we obtain K006, K049, the union of the altitudes of
ABC respectively. With Ω = X216 we have the Darboux orthic cubic K044 and with
Ω = X4 ×X52 we have K415.

Thus, for any pole Ω on K627, the common orthic line of (K) and (H) is the line
X5Q meeting (K) at Q and two other points. It is enough to transpose the study of
§3.1 from ABC onto the orthic triangle and we will end to very similar conclusions.
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3.3 Pivotal cubics with pivot on the Neuberg cubic

For any pivot P on the Neuberg cubic K001, one can always find one pole Ωe on
the cubic K095 = pK(X6 ×X1989, X1989) such that the cubic pK(Ω, P ) is a stelloid.
For example, with P = X3, P = X4, we obtain the stelloids K003, K049 already
mentioned. Recall that the hessian of this stelloid is a focal cubic.

On the other hand, a quick computation shows that the three conics (CA), (CB),
(CC) above are each decomposed into a pair of lines if and only if P lies on K001.
Moreover, one line is common to all these three decomposed cubics and naturally
this line contains P 2. The other lines are the cevian lines of Ωe.

3.4 Pivotal cubics associated with bitangent conics

Recall that, for P 6= X4, the three conics (CA), (CB), (CC) are in a same pencil
and have a double point P 2 in common. Their two other common points are generally
distinct unless P lies on the bicircular circum-octic Q092, in which case these conics
are in a same pencil of bitangent conics.

The equation of Q092 is very complicated and it will not be given here. See [3],
related curves. Q092 contains the following points :

• the orthocenter X4,

• the isodynamic points X15, X16,

• the Soddy centers X175, X176 and their six extraversions,

• the infinite point X516 of the line X1X7 and its three (infinite) extraversions,

• the reflections A′, B′, C ′ of A, B, C in the sidelines of triangle ABC.

In figure 12, the three bitangent conics (CA), (CB), (CC) are represented when
P = X175. There is only one point Ω1 for which pK(Ω1, X175) and its hessian have
the same orthic line. In this case, this orthic line (L) is tangent to the cubic hence
there are two triangles for which the cubic is an isogonal pivotal cubic.

Figure 13 shows the cubic pK(Ω1, X175) with one of the two triangles. The
common orthic line (L) of (K) and (H) contains P1 and its tangential P2 hence
pK(Ω1, X175) is a bi-isogonal pivotal cubic with pivot P1, isopivot P2 with respect
to the yellow triangle and with pivot P2, isopivot the tangential of P2 in another
triangle.

3.5 Pivotal cubics associated with osculating conics

The three conics (CA), (CB), (CC) can also form a pencil of osculating conics at
P 2 (and then Ω1 = P 2) when P lies on lies on the Euler-Morley quintic Q003.
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Figure 12: A pencil of bitangent conics (CA), (CB), (CC)
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Figure 13: pK(Ω1,X175)
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